Wordscapes level 5396 answers
Wordscapes level 5396 in the High+seas Group and Squall Pack contains 17 words
and the letters EPRSW making it a relatively hard level.
This puzzle 45 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 63,509 words and 260,486 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
PER, PEW, SEE, SEW, EWE, REP, WEE, PEER, WEEP, WERE, SEER, SEEP, SPEW, SEWER,
SWEEP, SPREE, SWEEPER.
The extra or bonus words are:
REW, WEER, EEEW, RESEE, PES, SER, SWEER, RES, EWES, EWERS, ERS, PEES, WEEPS,
EPEE, SPREW, REWS, ERE, WEEPER, PEWEE, SERE, PERE, PEERS, REPS, PEWS, REES,
PEE, REE, PREES, PERES, EWER, PERSE, SWEE, EEW, SPEWER, SPEER, PREE, WEEPERS,
ESE, PRE, EPEES, PRESE, PEWEES, WEES, ERES, RESEW.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 5396
PER - For each.
PEW - One of the long benches in a church, seating several persons, usually fixed to
the floor and facing the chancel.
SEE - To perceive or detect with the eyes, or as if by sight.
SEW - To use a needle to pass thread repeatedly through (pieces of fabric) in order t
o join them together.
EWE - A female sheep, as opposed to a ram.
REP - Short form of reputation.
WEE - Small, little.
PEER - To look with difficulty, or as if searching for something.
WEEP - To cry, shed tears.
WERE - Second-person singular simple past tense indicative of be.
SEER - Agent noun of see; one who sees something; an eyewitness.
SEEP - A small spring, pool, or other place where liquid from the ground (e.g. water,
petroleum or tar) has oozed to the surface.
SPEW - To eject forcibly and in a stream.
SEWER - A pipe or system of pipes used to remove human waste and to provide drainage.

SWEEP - To clean (a surface) by means of a stroking motion of a broom or brush.
SPREE - A merry frolic; especially, a drinking frolic.
SWEEPER - One who sweeps floors or chimneys.

